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A LIGHT
Now it’s the world premiere for a light, a new pendant luminaire that doesn’t dazzle. It’s been named 
A LIGHT. A pendant with an infinite variable where the outer and inner shades can be varied or where 
both shades can be painted in the same color.
The inner shade receives its surface softly illuminated, while showing itself active and spreading an 
elegant and warm atmosphere. The minimally cut slits on the upper side of the outer shade spread a soft 
streaming light upwards.
A LIGHT is the light that thrives well in all types of environments and can be hung individually or in 
groups. In the hotel entrance, restaurant, at the office, in the store, at home, or wherever you think it looks 
best. A LIGHT has a built-in LED module with the possibility of DALI.
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CURVE CLUSTER



Curve is a collection of lamps that, with their organic shapes, give the impression of growth and adapt 
to their surroundings. The pieces in the collection mimic the organic development of a sprouting plant or 
mushroom, starting from a small and sturdy base.
The most recent addition, Curve Cluster, features three branches bundled together to form a pendant 
lamp. Curve Cluster can function as a standalone light or be combined with multiple pieces to create an 
organic chandelier. The lamp can also be customized with either lamp shades in painted metal or glass 
globes in different sizes.
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CURVE CLUSTER





HOOP DROP 



HOOP LARGE 

We’re introducing two exciting new options: a sleek drop-formed design and an XL version. 
These additions offer fresh expressions and expand the versatility of the Hoop family, making them even 
more suitable for your projects. 
Whether you prefer a single pendant or want to create striking group installations, these new extensions 
will elevate your design possibilities. 
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LUMO CEILING



LYX

LYX was created with the vision of adding that extra, something exclusive, something beyond the ordinary 
to urban spaces. It is a luminaire that celebrates light by allowing it to break, sparkle, and gleam in 
beautifully polished prisms, resembling the spring sun on glittering fresh snow. LYX is not the type of post 
luminaire that eyes avoid to protect night vision; it is something one seeks with the gaze, a beautiful and 
mood-setting ornament.
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SPRINKLE WALL & CEILING 
We are proud to present the Wall and Ceiling fixtures to the Sprinkle family. The Wall 
Plafond is not just a light source; it’s a distinctive element that commands attention and adds 
character to any interior. It´s circular shape captivates the eye, showcasing light artfully lay-
ered between Sprinkle’s characteristic round slats. The ceiling fixture plays a leading role in 
any setting, acting as a focal point that guides the gaze towards its center. A contemporary 
fixture that elegantly aligns with the ceiling, setting the tone for the entire environment. With 
these new additions to the Sprinkle series, we blend functionality with aesthetics, delivering 
lighting solutions that not only illuminates the space but also enhances its ambiance.
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